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   Both  'landscape' and 'landform' are words with everyday meanings closely related 
to their more precise and disciplinary definitions. The author will try to present a new 
idea on the relationships between landscapes and landforms in this paper. The aim of 
this work is to show three core-landscape types which correspond to the three basic 
inter-landform structures  (Yonechi 1980, 1984). This theory will be supported by some 
examples, such as illustrations of landscape gardens and the terms  `heiya' and  `bonchi' 
   This article is based upon the author's paper presented at the 25th International 
Geographical Congress (Paris 1984). 
2 Definition of  'landscape' related to  'landform' 
   Kontturi (1984) wrote in the first part of his article on  landscapes  : 
      The basic geographical concept of landscape does not lend itself to easy 
      definition (Carol 1956). Indeed, Hard (1970) claims that the term has been 
      used more than twenty different ways. 
   The term 'landscape', as used in geography, has been defined by many geographers, 
for example Passarge, Sauer, Dickinson, Hartshorne, etc. Sometimes landscape has 
been divided into natural (or physical) landscape and cultural landscape. In this 
article the author does not discuss  'geographical' or 'cultural' landscapes but gives a 
definition from the view point of a geomorphologist. 
   For most geomorphologists, the word "landscape" has almost the same meaning 
as "landform". For example, Lobeck (1939) titled his textbook Geomorphology, An 
Introduction to the Study of Landscapes. Fairbridge (1968) wrote in his preface to The 
Encyclopedia of  Geomorphology  : 
 `Geomorphology is sometimes defined as the study of landsca
pe and of the 
      geologic forces that produce it. Put another way, it is the dynamic geology
      of the face of the Earth. 
   Bloom (1969) used the term as  follows  : 
 `The science of landscape study
, or geomorphology, is part of two related
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      disciplines. In most European countries, the subject is studied by physical 
      geographers as a part of geography. In the United States, geomorphology is 
      usually regarded as a branch of geology.' 
   This author (Yonechi) does not follow them in treating "landscape" and "land-
form" as non-synonyms, but uses the term  'landscape' according to his own definition. 
This definition is developed by a geomorphological reference (related to the study of 
geography). 
   The definition of the term  'landscape' by this author is as  follows  : 
      Landforms are simple topographic features on the surface of the Earth. 
      Assemblages of similar and varied landforms make up  'core-landscapes' 
       through human perception.  'Landscapes' are not only  'core-landscapes', but 
      also the perceptive assemblage of all attributes of atmosphere, water, soil,
      vegetation, animal populations, results of human activity and core-landscapes.
A part of this definition follows Tuttle (1980). He defined landforms as  follows  : 
   Landforms are the individual features  seen  : combination of features are the
   landscapes. Thus a hill or a single stream valley is a landform, while an area 
   of hills of varying shapes and sizes with streams flowing among them  corn• 
   prises a landscape. 
However, the latter half of this author's definition is different from Tuttle's. 
Fig. 1 shows the comparative schemes of definitions.
3 Three types of  `core-landforms' 
   In the assemblages of landforms, namely  'core-landscapes', there are three  funda. 
mental combination types as  follows  : 
      Type  A  : vertical connection type 
      Type  B  : horizontal opposition type 
      Type  C  : monotony type. 
   For example, stream-developed landforms make up core-landscape Type A. This 
type corresponds to the Sender-Receiver Structure (Yonechi 1980, 1984). 
   This structure is one of the three basic inter-landform structures. Yonechi (1980, 
1984) argued the existence of inter-landform structure in addition to inner landform 
structure (geological structure). The inter-landform structure is a composition of 
landforms (or landform units, landform areas) as a  'gathering' with the nature of a 
whole. 
 ̀ Sender -Receiver Structure' is composed of a  'sender' (landform unit sending load) 
and a  'receiver' (landform unit receiving load). For example, a mountain area as the 
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Receiver Structure'. Thus, the combination of mountain area and floodplain makes 
up a core-landscape Type A. 
   Type B (horizontal opposition type) is found in wave-developed landscapes for 
example, and corresponds to 'Actor-Reactor Structure'. This structure is also one of 
the basic inter-landform structures. It is composed of an  'actor' (landform unit 
affecting another one) and a  'reactor' (landform unit reacting to the actor). The 
typical Actor-Reactor Structure is observed on a rocky coast. There, waves act on 
the coast by the process of erosion. At the same time, the coastal area reacts against 
the off-shore area by supplying sediments. Between the actor (the sea, especially the 
off-shore platform area) and reactor (the coastal area), there exists a buffer such as a 
wave-cut bench. 
   Type C (monotony type) corresponds to 'Independent Structure', the third basic 
inter-landform structure. It is a single landform unit almost independent from the 
surrounding area. In the desert, karst and  peri-glacial areas, there are many exam-
ples of this structure, such as enclosed hollows or isolated plateaus. 
   By scales or view points, some landforms show various landscapes. The core-
landscape types also have the capacity for transformation. For instance, the  land-
scape of the Himalayan Mountains from the Hindustan Plain is Type A. Namely, the 
Himalayas send a load of sediments by many rivers to the lower plain. But, viewed 
from a satellite, they make up Type B, because the northward drive of continental 
India into the Asian plate seems to be a kind of 'Actor-Reactor Structure'. 
4 Landscape gardens as the models of core-landscape types 
   It is well known that Japanese people have had a keen interest in landscapes. To 
cite an example, on the Encyclopedia of Geomorphology (ed. Fairbridge 1968), Gentilli 
wrote under the heading of 'landscape,  geographical'  : 
 `The most profound "landscape feeling" is reflected in Chinese and Japanese 
      art, from early age to the present day.' 
   The author believes that especially the Japanese landscape  gardens' are percep-
tive models of  'core-landforms'. 
   Most Japanese gardens are designed to be the faithful or idealized representations 
of landscapes. So, in these gardens visitors can see how garden designers represent 
landforms as landscapes. 
   The core-landscapes of Type A and Type B may be shown in Japanese gardens of 
the  Vsukiyama' and  cleare-sansuP styles.  `Tsukiyama' is literally  'built mountain', 
namely, artificial hill. It is also called  Tsukiyama-rinsen' style, that is,  'artificial hill, 
 forest and spring' style. 
   A  `Tsukiyama' style garden is arranged to show a landscape of mountains and 
rivers with artificial hills and streams. In most cases, there are ponds representing
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lakes or the sea. So, this style is a combination of Type A and Type B. 
    But no point of visual focus is more important in this style than a waterfall . 
Techniques are used to show a small stream of water as representing a huge cascade 
in a mountain recess. The garden designer carefully arranges the placement of rocks 
to lead the stream through some gaps, changing its direction, joining (sometimes 
diverging into) small streams, and finally dropping down into a pond . The water falls 
smoothly, then breaks against rocks, and flows away through the  `ishigumi' (stone 
arrangement) and down into a pond. Actually, the waterfall is the very reason for a 
tsukiyama' style garden. That is, the waterfall is the point that connects 'sender' and 
 `receiver' as a structure . Therefore, the fundamental nature of this style is Type A 
(vertical connection type). 
    Most  `tsukiyama' style gardens are intended for strolling . The viewer can walk 
along the path through thickets, up hill and down along streams. He may enjoy the 
changing scenery and identify himself with the landform units of 'sender' and  'receiver' . 
    The second style of Japanese landscape garden is  `kare-sansui'. Most  `kare-
sansuP style gardens do not have hills and ponds, but instead , flat ground, so they are 
also called  Thraniwa' style  (literally  'flat garden').  Rare-sansui' style (literally 'dry 
mountain and water') is a kind of rock garden. Its primary elements are stone and 
sand. These is no water, and sand or fine gravel are used to represent the sea . The 
focal points of landscape are the placement of rocks , arranged to represent islands in  . 
the ocean. 
   The viewer cannot enter the garden. He looks at the garden from a veranda or 
room, as if from the sea coast. This style represents core-landscape Type B (horizon-
tal opposition type) as a whole, and the viewer identifies himself with the pseudo (rocky 
coast  'reactor' facing the garden  'actor'.) 
   Japan is an island country and about 80% of her land is mountainous, so most of 
her landscapes are Type A and B. Therefore, Japanese landscape gardens show these 
two core-landscape types. 
   Core-landscape Type C (monotony type) is found mainly in desert areas ,  peri-
glacial areas, ice sheet covered areas or karst areas. They are not popular in Japan, 
however, so there are no gardens to represent these landscapes . 
   Generally, Japanese gardens are divided into three main styles . Two of them are 
the aforementioned  `tsukiyama' and kare-sansui' styles . The third one is called  'roll' 
(chaniwa). Roji is a passageway garden or a garden with a path leading to the 
tea-ceremony cottage. 
   This style is not a landscape garden as a matter of fact , but natural and simple. 
 Roji' are designed to produce psychological changes in the people who walk through 
them. A  `roji' garden has an atmosphere of elegance and invites guests into a quiet , 
enclosed, subtle little world. Although  `roji' is not a landscape garden , its symbolized
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(vertical connection type) 
Type B 
(horizontal opposition type) 
Type C 
(monotony type)
 'Tsukiyama' style 
'Kare -sansui' style 
philosophically 'Roji' style
meaning has common qualities of independence, isolation and enclosure with core-
landscape Type C (monotony type). 
   In summary, the correspondence between inter-landform structures, core-land-
scape types and garden styles is shown in Table 1. 
5 The terms  `heiya' and  `bonchi' as the symbols of core landscape types 
   The Japanese perception of core-landscapes is found not merely in traditional arts 
like garden designs, but also in modern geographical concepts. The author would like 
to elucidate the existence of 'perception of core-landscape', using the terms  `heiya' and 
 ‘bonchi' in Japanese . 
   The term  `heiya' is usually translated into English as 'plain', and  'plain' is translat-
ed in Japanese as  `heiya; too. But in Japanese schools, the term  `heiya' is used as a 
limited concept. 
   In 1954 the Japanese Ministry of Education published a guidebook for teachers, 
titled Chimei no Yomikata to  Kakikata  .  .  ..Shakaika  Tebikisho•-(How to read and 
write the place  names  ..  .  .a guidebook for social  studies  ..  ..). All textbooks of geogra-
phy in elementary and secondary education have followed this guidebook. In this 
book the term  `heiya` was defined as  follows  : 
 Heiya'  .  .  .  . used for flat land facing the sea. 
Thus  `heiya' means not all plains, but some plains which lie on the coast. 
   On the other hand,  `bonchi' (usually translated into English as 'basin') is defined 
 as  : 
 Bonchi'  ....used for flat land surrounded by mountains. 
   This definition is clearly very narrow usage compared to  'basin'. About 'basin', 
Stamp (1961)  commented  : 
      The two principal uses in geographical works are as a river basin and a 
       tectonic basin. 
   In Japan, 'the river basin' is translated to other term,  `ryuiki'.  Bonchi' is rather 
close to the word  'valley' in English. That is,  `bonchi' means only the floor of the 












Fig. 2 Relations between the terms.
   Even in Japan, there are some exceptional usages of  `hejya' and  `bonchi' with 
broader meanings. However, in this paper, the author will use these words as they are 
used in the aforementioned guidebook, the usual way of expression in Japanese 
geographical education. 
   The comparison of concepts is shown in Fig. 2. 
   Japan introduced western sciences mainly after the Meiji Restoration (1868). The 
terms  `heiya' and  `bonehi' were also newly translated words at that time, and had 
almost the same meanings as the original western words 'plain' and 'basin' . But 
gradually their meanings have changed. The following are personal view points on 
the denotative changes in these  words  : 
   (1) Japan is mountainous island country, so that flat lands are limited to  `heiya' 
and  `bonehi' in their meanings in the guide book. 
   (2) In the case of  (bonchi'  , the Chinese characters gave some fixed images for the 
Japanese people.  Bonchi' is coined word, made up of two Chinese characters 
meaning, respectively  'bon' (basin or tray) and  `chi' (land or earth). Today people do 
not use the word  'bon' as  'basin' but 'tray'. The image of the Chinese character  'bon' 
changed from a basin-like concave form to a tray-like flat shape .
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Table 2 Relations between term, landform and landscape
Term  Construction 
subject-attribute
Inter-landform structure Core-landscape type
Bonchi 
Heiya
       (surrounding)  fl
atland—mountains 
      (facing) 
 flatland—sea




   (3) For the Japanese, there are two kinds of basic landscapes in their daily 
experience. One of them is the landscape of surrounding mountains bordering the flat 
land on which they live. The other is the sea facing them on the coast. 
   The author noticed (3) because these two kinds of landscapes can be explained as 
representative examples of two core-landscape  types  ; Type A and Type B. 
   Table 2 shows the relation between two terms, their constructions inter-landform 
structures and core-landscape types. 
   From the view of inter-landform structure, of course,  'heiya' is not only 'reactor' 
on 'Actor-Reactor Structure', but also 'receiver' on  'Sender-Receiver Structure.  'Bon-
chi' has the role of 'sender' on  'Sender-Receiver Structure' for lower stream areas, 
besides the role of 'receiver' for mountains. But their most important roles in the 
stuructures are shown in Table 2. 
   Probably the editors of the guidebook defined  'heiya' and  'bonchi' consciously or 
unconsciously based on their view of landscapes. 
   Japan has very few landscapes belonging to Type C (monotony type), so that there 
is no term for them in that guidebook. If Type C exists in Japan, the editors would 
have defined the terms in other ways or used other terms like  `tala' on the Mongolian 
Plateau, or 'pan' in South Africa. 
   Thus, through analysis of the term 'heiya' and  `bonchi', the author grasped the 
meaning of the Japanese perception of plain's landforms and landscapes. That is to 
say, Japanese plains are limited to  'heiya' and  'bonchi', and are recognized not by their 
own natures but by their relations with other landform units, (for example, mountains 
or the seas) that border them.
6 Conclusion 
   The author has tried to present a new idea on the relationships between landforms 
and landscapes. 
   Three basic inter-landform structures were described, and they correspond with 
three core-landscape types,  namely  : 
      Type  A  : vertical connection type 
      Type  B  : horizontal opposition stype 
      Type  C  : monotony type.
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This idea is  supported by the illustrations of landscape gardens and by the terminology 
of Japanese plains. 
   The details of geomorphological analysis of landscape gardens and terminology 
related to perception will be reported in further studies by this author. 
                                       Notes 
  1)  On the Japanese gardens, there are many references. Among them the books by Itoh (1973) 
     and Inoue (1985) are useful for foreign readers. 
  2) 'Basin plain' (Cotton  1953, 1958) is similar to  `bonchi', but  `heiya' is also included in it.
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